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Memorandum 97-31

Public Utility Deregulation: Transportation Industry

This memorandum summarizes the current status of deregulation in the

transportation industry, and the input of stakeholders and the California Public

Utilities Commission on the need for code revisions. The material on the current

status of deregulation was prepared by Deborah Muns, of Stanford Law School.

CURRENT STATUS OF DEREGULATION

Motor Carriers of Property, Household Goods, and Passengers

Until recently, the California Public Utilities Commission was authorized to

regulate the activities of motor carriers of property, household goods, and

passengers. Motor carriers of property, also referred to as motor freight carriers,

are primarily trucking firms that move goods such as general freight, agricultural

products, livestock, and automobiles. Household goods carriers are those that

move used household goods and other personal effects from or to a residence

within California. Passenger carriers include buses, shuttle vans, and limousines.

The regulatory scheme included control of prices, routes and areas of service, as

well as other elements of the motor carrier business.

The Federal Aviation Administration Authorization Act of 1994 preempted

the states’ authority to regulate prices, routes, or the services of motor carriers

which transport property. It did not preempt states' authority to regulate

passenger carriers and household goods carriers.

To reflect the federal preemption, the Legislature in 1996 removed all

provisions in state law that authorized PUC to regulate rates, routes, and services

of motor carriers. The Legislature also transferred authority for the registration

and regulation of motor freight carriers from PUC to the California Highway

Patrol, with the Department of Motor Vehicles carrying out the licensing and

liability and workers' compensation functions previously performed by the PUC.

To assure a smooth regulatory transition, DMV contracted with the PUC to have

PUC continue to perform licensing activities for motor freight carriers until the
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DMV is ready to assume full regulatory control. However, PUC will probably

cease performing licensing functions during 1997.

PUC continues to be responsible for the regulatory oversight of the passenger

carrier industry. This includes ensuring that firms maintain adequate liability

and workers' compensation insurance coverage, comply with driver and vehicle

safety programs, and adhere to service and pricing requirements. The objective

of the regulation of these carriers is to insure safety and promote consumer

interests.

PUC will also continue its regulatory program for the household goods

carrier industry. This regulatory program includes licensing, updating maximum

rates, and enforcing consumer protection rules and responding to consumer

complaints.

Railroad and Rail Transit

The California Public Utilities Commission began regulating railroads when

they had a de facto monopoly on transportation and the public demanded that it

be protected from industry abuses. As the railroad monopoly was eroded with

the development of trucking, passenger buses, and airlines, Congress recognized

that railroads do business in a competitive environment and preempted the

states from economic (as opposed to safety) regulation of the railroad industry.

PUC retains a minor advisory role in economic oversight by making

recommendations to the federal Surface Transportation Board in response to

railroad mergers and track abandonments.

Today, the federal government has primacy on nearly all matters concerning

non-government railroads. PUC's rail-related role is limited to ensuring freight

and passenger safety, transit system safety, and grade crossing safety. PUC

conducts inspections of all railroads operating in accordance with federal and

state regulations, investigates railroad accidents, and participates in educational

rail safety programs. PUC also oversees the design, construction, operation and

maintenance of rail transit systems; investigates accidents and unacceptable

hazardous conditions; reviews and approves corrective action plans and

schedules; and performs triennial, on-site safety audits at rail transit agencies. In

addition, PUC is responsible for ensuring that rail/highway at-grade crossings

and separations are designed, constructed, and maintained in accordance with

public safety standards.
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INPUT OF STAKEHOLDERS AND PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

PUC’s request for input on code revisions required by deregulation of the

transportation industry resulted in the letter from Union Pacific Railroad

Company, attached as Exhibit pp. 1-16, identifying a number of areas where code

revisions may be appropriate. The California Moving and Storage Association

also sent a letter, attached as Exhibit p. 17, indicating its belief that the current

laws governing regulation in the household goods moving industry is

satisfactory.

We have attached a chart as Exhibit pp. 18-35, based on tables provided by

PUC, that shows by code section the suggestions of Union Pacific and the

preliminary reactions of PUC.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary
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